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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first example of the compound of two means is due to Gauss [I] who 
compounded the arithmetic and geometric means to produce the AG mean 
for the evaluation of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second 
kinds via Landen’s transformation. 
By the compound of two means 
M(u, v) and M’(% 4 
is meant the function 
M x Myu, v) 
defined as follows. Let the two sequences (a,} and (b,} be constructed 
recursively by 
a, = u, b, = v 
(1) 
%+1 = Mb, , bi) bi,l = M’(ai , bi). 
Then 
M x M’(u, v) = ;+i a, = lii~ b, , 
provided both limits exist and are equal. 




Compounding is a nonassociative operation. In fact, 
M x (M x M’) 
are different. 
and (M x M) x M’ = M x M’ 
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According to Dodd [2], there is no generally accepted set of conditions on 
a function of two, or more, variables for it to be called a “mean.” If we include 
max(u, V) and min(u, 0) 
in the class of all means we find right away that these two functions have no 
compound. For our purposes, then, they are not means. 
The three most conspicuous means, at least from our viewpoint, are the 
arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means 
A = A(u, v) = (u + 0)/2, 
G = G(u, v) = v”ii, 
H = Wu> v> = u-1 : v-l = Gs/A. 
A very common class of means containing these three is that defined by 
P&, q = {(u” + q/2>“p, 
sometimes called the Z, means or the Minkowsky means. This class contains 
the very important RMS for p = 2. As we mentioned, we have 
pl = A, ~0 = G, /.L-~ = H. 
We denote this class of means by p. 
Another class, apparently absent from the literature, is that defined by 
For this class M we have 
Since 
Ml = A, Ml,, = G, MO = H. 
p,(u, v> = M,(u, v) = ma+, a), 
CL-,(@, V) = M-,(u, o) = min(u, V) 
we confine ourselves to finite values of the index p. For simplicity we can 
think of u and v as positive variables. Since both pP and M, are homogenous 
symmetric functions of degree 1, we may assume that the second variable 
does not exceed the first and write 
p&, v) = u/+(1, eJu-l) = qQl(l, 1 - t), 
M&J, v) = uM,(l, OK’) = uM,(l, 1 - t), 
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where 
O<t=(U-V)/U<l. 
It suffices, for many problems, to consider only the normalized functions 
CLPU, 1 - t) and M,(l) 1 - t). 
These functions are readily expanded in powers oft and they begin as follows: 
PA17 1 - 9 
= 1 _; i P ; 1 t2 1 P 16 l t3 _ (P - 1)(P3;WP + 5) t4 + . . . . 
(2) 
J&(1,1 - t) 
= 1 - ; + 2g p + &yL t3 _ (p” - I$” - 3, t4 + ... . (3) 
2. THE INTERSECTION OF p AND M 
Before passing to compounds Iet us begin by asking what means are 
common to p and M. The answer is given by 
THEOREM 1. The only means belonging to both p and M are A, G, and H. 
Proof. For pS to be the same as M, , the terms in Eqs. (2) and (3) have 
to agree. Comparing the terms in t2 gives us 
p =2q- 1. 
Making this substitution in Eqs. (2) and (3), we find 
MD, 1 - t) - /.+1( 1, 1 - t) = Q(Q - 1P!7 - 1) t4 + 96 . . . . 
There are thus three possibilities: 
q = 0, p = -1, /,+ = MO = H 
q= 1, P = 1, p1 = Ml = A 
q = l/2, p = 0, I*0 = Ml,, = G. 
3. QUADRATIC CONVERGENCE OF COMPOUNDING 
It is convenient to introduce a third sequence {c,} defined by 
c, = (6, - 4/Z 
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which is a measure of the departures of un and b, from their common limit. 
By Eq. (1) we have 
C 12+1 = Pw, 9 hz) - M(% 9 km. 
In case we are compounding two membess of TV, say, pcl, and pg , we see from 
Eq. (2) that 
%+1 l,l-3 -pp(lrl -$)I/2 
_ 4-P 2&l 2 
(4) 
an 16 a, ’ “’ 12 ( 1 
= F c,2 + O(Cn3). 
Hence the convergence is quadratic. 
For the class M, we find, for compounding M, and MQ , 
C 4-P - -c 2 + 0(&S). 
n+l - 2a, n 
For the compound pLs x ~~(1, 1 - t), we find from Eq. (4) that 
where 
c, = (q - py”-w/D, + O(P+l), (5) 
D, = 23.2"-2a2n-aa2"-3 1.. a2 
12 n--2%-1 
For the compound M, x M,(l, 1 - t), we obtain the same result except 
that the exponent of the power of 2 in D, is now 2n-+1 - 1. This is easily 
proved by induction. 
4. INFINITE SERIES FOR A x M 
In case one of the means being compounded is A, a knowledge of the 
sequence (c,J provides an extremely rapidly convergent series for A x M. 
In fact, 





ai+l = A& . U = (ai + W/2, 
ai+1 - ai = (bi - aJ/2 = ci . 
A x M(u, w) = a, + f ci . 
f=O 
(6) 
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5. CLOSURE IN p 
We ask under what conditions on p and q is the compound pP x pn 
another member pS of ,LL. The answer is given by 
THEOREM 2. For the relation 
(7) 
to hold, it is necessary and sz@cient that 
p+q=s=o. 
That is, G is the only member of p that is the compound of two members of p. 
Proof of Sufiienq. The following identity is easily verified: 
Now in compounding pp and p+, we have 
so that 
a,+, = k4an , &J, b,+, = b(a, ,k) 
Therefore, 
an+lbn+l = anbn = ... = a$, = uv. 
Proof of necessity. Without loss of generality, we may take 
24 = a, = 1, v=b,=l-t. 
BY (2)3 
PSU, 1 - t> 
Also by (2), 
t 
1 
~ bl --a1 
al 






_ p3 + 4q3 + 6peq - 3pq2 -3(P+q)‘--8(P+q)+60t4$-... 
768 f 
whereas 6, is the same function of q and p that a, is of p and q. 
Subtracting, we find 
2c, = b, - a2 = (q - ~)~t*/512 + O(t5) 
in accordance with Eq. (5). Next, we find 
- 4(p3 + q3) + (P + q13 - 6(~ + q12 - 56(~ + q) + 120 t4 + . . . . 
3072 
(9) 
Because of the quadratic convergence, a, and pLp x pa agree up to terms in t’. 
Hence we can compare a3 with CL, in Eq. (8). Agreement of terms in t2 makes 
it necessary that 
p+q-2=2s-2 
or 
p + q = 2s. (10) 
Comparing terms in t* in Eqs. (8) and (9), we find, using Eq. (lo), 
s3 = s(pZ - pq + 42). 




(p - q)2 = 0, 
which contradicts our conditionp # q. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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6. CLOSURE IN M 
In the class M of means there is more closure under compounding. The 
analysis is more difficult since we must retain terms through those in ts. 
The theorem is 
THEOREM 3. For the relation 
MPxMP=M,, (P f cl> (11) 
to hold, it is necessary and su..cient that 
p + q = 2s = 0, 1,2. (12) 
That is, the only members of M that are the compounds of two other members 
of M are A, G and H. In particular, A x H = G. 
Proof of su$kiency. The following three identities are easily verified 
&P + b2-P 
al-9 + bl-P = 4, 4, 
G (ap:: ; F-1 ’ 
al-P + bl-P 
a-p + b-p 1 = G(a, b), 
a-p + b-p 




We first use Eq. (13) to show that 
M, x M,-, = Ml = A. (16) 
In fact, Eq. (13) shows that in compounding MS and M,-, , a, and b, have 
an arithmetic mean independent of n. But M, x M2+,(u, V) = limn+m a, = 
lim,, (a, + b,)/2 = (U + er)/2 = A(u, v). This proves Eq. (16). 
In the same way, Eqs. (14) and (15) show that 
and 
M, x M,-, = G 
M, x M-, = H 
Thus the sufficiency of Eq. (12) is established. 
Proof of necessity. For Eq. (11) it is necessary that the coefficients in the 
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expansion of a3 in compounding IV, x M,(l, 1 - t) should agree with those 
in the expansion of 
S-1 
1M,(l,l -t)= 1 -;++a+sP- (s - l)(s + l)(s - 3) t4 
48 





l>(s + 3>(s 5)(2s2 
- - 4s - 
+ 1) ... 960 t6 + (17) 
at least as far as the terms in P. 
After a somewhat formidable symbol manipulation procedure we find 
- & [(P + d3 - 6cp + 412 - 4(p + a) + 241 
- & KP + d3 - 6(p + d2 + 4(p + 4 + 81 
+ & [-4(p + !l)“(P” - 3Pcl + q2) + 5(P + d2(P2 - JOP!z + q2) 
- 4O(p + n>(p” + pq + q2) + 340(~ + d2 - 376(~ + 4) - 2401. 
(18) 
Comparing this with Eq. (3) we see at once that it is necessary that 
p+q=2s 
as in the case of ,u. Making this substitution in Eq. (3) the coefficients of 
t3, t4 and tS now agree with those in Eq. (18). However, we find that 
wo+o)/2u, 1 - t) - a3 
= (P - d2(P + 4XP + 4 - l)(P + 4 - 2) t6 + . . . . 
3072 
(19) 
Since p and q are distinct, it is evident that we must have 
p + q = 0, 1 or 2. 
This proves the necessity of Eq. (12). 
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7. THE EQUATION M, x M, = pS 
We may ask: When is a compound of two members of M a member of TV ? 
This is answered by 
THEOREM 4. For the relation 
Mp x M, = CL,, (P f 4) 
to hold, it is necessary and su$icient that 
p+q- 1 =s =O,l or -1. 
That is, the only members of TV that are compounds of two members of M are 
A, GandH. 
Proof of su.cGncy. This follows from Theorems 3 and 1. 
Proof of necessity. Comparing coefficients of Eqs. (18) and (2) with s 
replacing p, we have 
p+q--2 s-l =- 
8 8 
or 
p+q-1 =s. (20) 
Comparing coefficients of t*, and using Eq. (20), gives 
2A-3 - 3sa - 14s + 15 = s3 - 3ss - 13s + 15 
or 
s3 - s = 0. 
That is 
s=O,l, or -1. 
8. THE EQUATION p9 x pe = M, 
We ask: When is a compound of two members of p a member of M? 
This is answered by 
THEOREM 5. For the relation 
Iup x I% = MS 3 PZ4 
to hold it is necessary and su$kient that 
p = -q, s = l/2. 
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That is, the geometric mean is the only member of M that is the compound of 
two means taken from p. 
Proof of Stijltiency. This follows from Theorems 2 and 1. 
Proof of necessity. Comparing coefficients of t2 in the expansion (9) of a, 
with that in Eq. (3), we have 
If we set 
4(s - 1) = p + q - 2. 
p+!7=u, 
(21) 
it will be sufficient to prove that the assumption f~ # 0 is untenable. Com- 
paring coefficients of t4 in the above expansions and using Eq. (21) leads to 
c=p”+@, 
which, on dividing by (I, implies 
u2 = 1 + 3pq. 
Comparing coefficients of te now gives 
u(u - 2)(u + 2)(43u2 + 92) = 0. 
Since u is real and different from zero we are led to 
(22) 
I32 = 4. 
But by Eq. (22) this means pq = 1 so that 
(p - q)2 = 02 - 4pq = 4(1 - pq) = 0 
which contradicts p # q.l 
9. THE MEAN Ml x M2 
We have seen how the compounding of means taken from TV and M almost 
always gives an unfamiliar mean. Perhaps the simplest example is the mean 
Ml x M2 . This mean was brought to my attention by H. P. Robinson2 who 
obtained many of its properties. What connection, if any, exists between this 
1 The mean i& x pQ belongs neither to M nor to p except as already noted. 
e In a private communication. 
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function and well-known functions is uncertain. In what follows we develop 
some properties of its Taylor expansion. 
For convenience, we denote this mean by R so that 
R(u,v) = Ml x M&v) = A x M&J, v). 
By the preceding discussion R(u, V) is approximately M&U, v). For example, 
we find 
while 
R(2,3) = 2.55049024, 
il&,,(2,3) = 2.55051026. 
For normalization. we introduce the function 
R(x) = R(1, 1 + 4x), 
so that 
R(u,v) = uR (y). 
By Eq. (19) the approximation of R(x) by A&,(1, 1 + 4x) is expressible by 
R(x) = h&( 1, 1 + 4x) - 8x6 + O(S). 
BY Eq. (19 
R(x) = 1 + 2.~ + 2x2 - 4x3 + 10x4 - 28x5 + 76x6 + ..a. (30) 
The choice of variable in defining R(x) is such that all these coefficients are 
integers, as we shall see. To gain further insight into these coefficients, we 
introduce a sequence of polynomials P, = P,(x) of degree 2+1 (for 11 > 0). 
These are defined recursively by 
P”(X) = 1, 
(23) 
Thus we have 
P,+,(x) = P,"(x) + 2c. 
PI(X) = 1 + 2x, 
P&) = 1 + 4x + 6x2, 
p3(x) = 1 + 8x + 28x2 + 48x3 + 38x4, 
pa(x) = 1 + 16x + 120~s + 544x3 + 1628x4 + 3296x6 + 4432x6 
+ 3648x’ + 1446~s. 
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THEOREM 6. The function R(x) has the following expansion in rational 
functions: 
R(x) = 1 +e& pp;Y..p. ’ I@ 1 2 
Proof. Dehe a,, , b, , c,, for n > 0 by 
6 
92 
= pm + 2x2n 
PIP2 *.* P, ’ 
2x2’ 
c, = 





a, 1, = b, = 1 + 4x, c, = 2x. 
We next show that this notation is appropriate because 
a,+1 = (a, + &J/2 = &(a, 9 M, (27) 
b a+l = (a,2 + bn2)/(a + 4 = %(a, 9 hJ9 (28) 
en+1 = (L-l - G+& (29) 
To prove Eq. (27) we note that, in view of Eqs. (24), (25) and (23), 
(a, + b,,)/2 = i Pn2 p”pp”” : 2X2n = p p p = u,+, . 
12"' n 12'" n 
To prove Eq. (28), we write 
(1,’ + be2 _ 2a anbn 
a, + b, - n+1 
-- 
an, 
2pn+1 P,(P,+1 + 3x2”) PIP, *** P* 
= PIP, ..* P, - (P,p, *-* P,-l)(P$2 **- P,) p*+, 
= 2pi3+1 - Pn2(Pn+1 + 2x2”) . 
p,P, *** P,,l 
If we use Eq. (23), the numerator reduces to 
e+, - (Pn+1 + 2x8”XP,+, - 29”) 
= PZ,, + 4xB”+’ = Pn+a + 2x2”+‘. 
Hence Eq. (28) follows from Eq. (25). 
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To prove Eq. (29) we may subtract Eq. (24) from Eq. (25) and use Eq. (23) 
to obtain 
Hbn - an) = ; Pn+1,‘,““, PTa” = 
2x2” 
1 2 -** n 
p,p, . ..p* = G* 
To prove the theorem it is suflicient to note that Ml = A and to use Eq. (6). 
It is clear that if we expand the reciprocals of P&(x) in powers of x the 
coefficients will be integers. Hence we have by Theorem 6 
THEOREM 7. The coejicients g, in the expansion 
are even integers. 
R(x) = 1 + 2 g&n 
n=l 
It would be laborious to determine the g, this way. Fortunately, these 
coefficients satisfy recurrences vaguely like the Bernoulli numbers which 
allow a cheap determination of their values. In what follows, two of these 
recurrences will be derived. 
10. RECURRENCE OF THE FIRST KIND 
We make use of the umbral calculus in which gm is interpreted as g, when m 
is an integer and zero when m is not an integer. 
THEOREM 8. If m > 1, g2(g + 2)m-2 = g’+. 
EXAMPLE 1. m = 4. In this case we have 
or 
g2(g + 2y = $ + 4g3 + 4g2 = g2 
In fact, 
$ = -4gs - 3g, . 
10 = -4(-4) - 3(2). 
EXAMPLE 2. m = 5. We now have 
That is, 
gyg + 2)s = 0. 
g, + 6g, + 1% + f&z = 0. 
In fact, -28 + 6(10) + 12(-4) + 8(2) is indeed zero. 
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Proof. Let 
a, = 1 - 2x, b, = 1 + 2X. 
Then 
a, = 1, b, = 1 + 4x2. 
We get the same mean R(u, V) whether we start with (u, V) = (a,, , b,,) or with 
(u, v) = (a, , b,). Hence 
R(x2) = R(l, 1 + 4x2) = R(l - 2x, 1 + 2x) 
= (1 -2x) R(1, 1 + 4(x/(1 -2X)) 
= (1 -2x) R (h). 
That is, 
Identifying coefficients of xm gives the theorem. Writing the recurrence in 
extenso, we have 
--gm = 2 (” ; ‘) Bm-1 + z2 (” ; “) g,-, + *-- + 2k (” ; “) gm-k 
-I- -‘* + 2m-2g2 -&?a,, , (31) 
a recurrence of m terms. 
Il. RECURRENCE OF THE SECOND KIND 
This recurrence needs only m/2 terms to compute g, . It is given by 
THEOREM 9. If m > 2, 
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Proof. As in Theorem 8, we let 
a, = 1 - 2x, b, = 1 + 2x 
a1 = 1, b, = 1 + 4x2 
a* = 1 + 2x2, 6, = 1 + 2x2 + 4x4/(1 + 2x2). 
Then 
That is, 
wo > b,) = @l, bl) = Wa,,b,). 
R(x2) = R(l + 2x2, (1 + 4x2 + 8x4)/( 1 + 2x2)). 
Replacing x2 by x, we have 
That is, 
w = (1 + WR ((* ;22x)2). 
f g,xm = 2.x + g g,@(l + 2x)1-2” 
?lkl n-1 
= 2x + j& Q-l)U (2” --2 + “) 2vx”+%n 
= 2x + ,c12 xrn(-1)” ‘F1’ 2qn-2” i,“z:) g, . 
Equating coefficients of xm for m > 1 gives the theorem. 
It is easy to use Theorem 9 to obtain the following modest table of g, for 
m = 1 (1) 20. 
m gnz m gm nl Km m gm 
I_- 
1 2 6 76 11 -328 16 135066 
2 2 7 -184 12 -~36 17 188788 
3 -4 8 378 13 -4008 18 --2232236 
4 10 9 -620 14 25960 19 9070040 
5 -28 10 708 15 -83984 20 23335660 
12. CONGRUENCE PROPERTY MODULO 4 
THEOREM 10. If m > 1, 
! 2 gm= 0 2hemmie2d (mod 4) 
This is a strengthening of Theorem 7. 
409/36/x-x3* 
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Proof. If m is even, Eq. (31) gives 
Em = &n/z (mod 4). 
Since g, = 2, it follows that g,A = 2 (mod 4). 
If m is not a power of 2, so that m = 2Aw, w is odd and 3 3, then 
BY Eq. (30), 
gm = gul (mod 4). 
by Theorem 7. 
g, = 2g,-, = 0 (mod 4) 
A little more effort will enable the reader to prove that 
g,A = 10 (mod 16) if h>2. 
13. CONVERGENCE OF THE POWER SERIES FOR R(x) 
In our discussion so far of the properties of g, , there was no need to con- 
sider the convergence of the series (30). H owever, it is of some interest in 
connection with the magnitude of j g, ( to determine the radius of convergence 
of this series. The result is 
THEOREM 11. The series 
R(x) = 1 + f g,x” 
we1 
has a radius of convergence of one third. 
The proof is facilitated by the introduction of two lemmas. It is also 
convenient to introduce the polynomial 
Qn(x) = x”“-‘P,( l/x) (32) 
whose roots are the reciprocals of those of P,(x). Thus 
Qdx) = x + 2, 
Q&l = x2 + 4x + 6, 
Q2(x) = x4 + 8x3 + 28x2 + 48x + 38. 
The recurrence Eq. (23) gives via Eq. (32) a simpler one for Q*(X), viz., 
Q)n+&> = 2 + {QnW2. (33) 
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LEMMA 1. The 2” roots of Qn+l( ) x are the 2” values of the continued radical 
(34) 
where n square roots are given signs in all 2” ways. 
Proof. We observe by Eq. (33) that for Qn+r@) to vanish it is necessary 
and sufficient that 
Q&) = f v”=i. 
For this to happen 
Qn-&> = i d-2 k d--2, 
and so on. Finally, Q&z) must be a similar expression with 71 square roots. 
But &r(x) = x + 2. Hence x must be the expression (34). 
COROLLARY. QZn+b - 2) = Qn(x2). 
We are now concerned with the Iocation of the roots of Q&X). These 
roots occur in conjugate regions near the two roots -2 & id/z of Q&x). 
More precisely, they lie in four clusters close to the four roots of Qs(x), viz., 





-1.5259 -& 1.49162’ 
-2.4741 -l 1.49162’. 
(35) 
The larger roots (35) have the absolute value of 2.8889. For n > 3 the roots 
with largest absolute value are clustered about the two roots (35) etc. Thus the 
two largest roots of Q&x) are 
-2.4999860 f 1.65821432’ 
and have the absolute value 2.9999341. These largest roots form two sequences 
approaching the points 
z. = $(-5 + -\/ii i), To = $(-5 - &ii) 
that are oscillating points in the sense that 
-2+y/z,=z, and --2+&+X0. 
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LEMMA 2. Let z, be that root of Qn( x w ac is closest o z, if 71 is even or ) h ’ h 
to %O if n is odd. Let 
En = x0 - x, or S0 - z, 
accordingly. Then 
$-I- l n&& = 12. 
Proof. First, let n be even. Then 
En-2 %8-2 - x0 __ zzz = mz + w + 21 - x0 
En % - x0 ha - x0 
Hence 




= 4u3 + 24u2 + 56~ + 48 last0 
= (4u + 4)(u2 + 5u + 9) + 12 Lo 
= 12, 
20” + 5z, + 9 = 0. 
If n is odd we simply replace so in the above by %,, .
Proof of Theorem 11. By Lemma 2 the two roots x,, and z?~ of Q,,(x) = 0, 
having the largest absolute value, approach the limit points x0 and 3 , as n 
increases along polygonal paths which lie within the circle 
because 
I z I = I x0 I = 3, 
arg(z, - so) - arg(z,-, - so) = arg en - arg en-.2 -+ arg 12 = 0. 
Hence every root of Q%(x) is less than 3 in absolute value; but 3 cannot be 
replaced by some smaller number in this statement. In view of the expansion 
of R(x) given in Theorem 6, and the fact that the roots of P,(x) are the 
reciprocals of those of QJx), it follows that 2;’ and %il are the nearest 
singular points of R(x). Hence the radius of convergence of the power series 
for R(x) is one third. 
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